Help Accelerate Data Transfer with Dow AXELERON™ Compounds

Offering exemplifies reputation, longevity in market, momentum of what’s to come
Dow Electrical & Telecommunications (Dow E&T) has established a strong reputation in the telecommunications industry. We have a long history of providing excellent products and technical service supported by a rich heritage of R&D – all hallmarked by more than 40 years of participation in the industry.

Now, Dow E&T is creating a foundation for the future by unifying its offering to the telecommunications industry under the Dow AXELERON™ Compound (CPD) name. The AXELERON™ compound family of products underscores our commitment to provide the marketplace with accelerated solutions. Our R&D strength, combined with polymer science and testing/validation expertise will help continue to drive momentum in meeting industry needs and expectations to achieve the data transmission speed that is essential for our customers’ success.

The AXELERON™ compound family of products comprises the entire portfolio of solid and cellular insulation, as well as jacketing compounds for coaxial, copper LAN/twisted pair and fiber optic cables.

For more information, call your Dow representative or visit www.Axeleron.com
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